Michelle Moquin’s
Style Specialties de la Saison: Femmes
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Apparel Appetizer
~Style Forethought* ~
This unique wardrobe and personal style assessment will whet your appetite for sharpening your style! I will take
your body measurements to determine your silhouette and overall body line & proportion. We’ll focus on your
particulars such as; ‘What fabrics, styles, and brands are best for my Body-Type and my Lifestyle-Requirements?
What colors** make me radiant? What are my assets and how can they best be showcased?’ A session designed
to Enlighten, Inspire, and Revitalize your way to refining your unique style!

Fashion Fare à la Carte
~Deep-Six The Dated, Keep The Chic ~
In your closet we follow a recipe for ‘purging the Passé & retaining the Relevant.’ We will sift out the misfits,
refashion and alter the unstylish, and put the worn-out and tired to sleep. We will honor the vogue, the hip, the
happening, and current, reflecting your distinct Style Mantra, and address any fashion faux pas that frequently
shows face. I will match up to 5 new outfits, to go with those “I don’t know what to wear with this” item(s) every girl
has in her wardrobe. I will show you how to be creative with items in your own closet. And while you are shopping
your own closet I will make recommendations for must-have items, completing this recipe de rigueur with today's
style requirements.

~A Tasting Of Style ~
I will put together complete outfits for you by pre-shopping at the department store of your choice, so that when we
meet new outfits will be waiting just for you. You’ll enjoy trying on outfits that were pulled based on your needs and
budget, reflecting your Body-Type, Lifestyle-Requirements, and unique Style Mantra. You will be treated as the
special person you are throughout the experience. I provide a very private and comfortable dressing room with
refreshments to try on my selections at your leisure. The end result is a fabulous fashion feast for the darling dish
that you are!

~ Includes light lunch ~

Dessert Dressing

~Whipping Up Style à la Mode ~
This session is the pièce de résistance. In it we create delicious, effortless outfits for all occasions by combining
your new purchases from our shopping trip together, with what you currently have in your wardrobe. Photos will be
taken of each new outfit combination so you'll never have to guess what items go with what. The result? Cream-ofthe-crop, icing-on–the-cake, clothing combinations that shout ‘je ne sais quoi!’
~ Extras: Planning for a long vacation or just a weekend away? Let me do the packing for you! ~ Don’t know what
to wear to an event? I’ll come over and dress you top to bottom! ~
*Prerequisite to all other services. **Full Color Analysis is also available, and can be added to Style Forethought.
Inquire for all pricing.
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